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Product design: Mechanical systems

Pneumatics
Pneumatic circuits work by means of compressed air. Here are two examples to introduce the 
components used to make a pneumatic circuit.

From these examples you should see that 
a pneumatic circuit requires the following 
components:

• compressor;

• receiver;

• valves;

• cylinders with pistons;

• air lines;

• actuators.

Putting tops on milk bottles

Here the pneumatic circuit is being used 
to produce linear movement and force. 
The piston moves up and down forcing 
the foil over the top of the bottle.

Opening and closing bus doors

The pneumatic circuit is being used to 
produce movement and force through the 
arc of a circle. The piston still moves in 
and out in a straight line but is connected 
to a lever system which causes the door 
to swing open and closed.
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Making things happen with 
pneumatics

Operating a stamp

This simple circuit stamps when the push button 
is pressed. When the button is released the 
return spring pushes the piston back to its original 
position. The circuit diagram using symbols is also 
shown.

Pneumatic components used in operating a stamp

For input For control For sensing For output

(actuators)

push button 3-port valve  single-acting  
   cylinder

    air line

 

exhaust port  

  inlet port  rubber stamp
 
    air from  
         compressor

 

    airline

          exhaust port

    inlet port

The 3-port valve is between the compressor and 
the cylinder. The spring in the 3-port valve holds 
the valve in the off position and the cylinder is 
connected to atmospheric pressure so the piston 
does not move. It is held in by the return spring.

 input-push button    piston

            return  
            spring

          outlet – single  
          acting cylinder

control – 3 port valve

input-push button 
             piston

 
            return spring

            output-single  
           acting cylinder

        control-3  
        port valve

When the button is pressed the valve connects 
the cylinder to the compressed air supply. This 
overcomes the return spring, the piston is pushed 
into the out position and the carton is stamped.
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Making it safe

There is a serious hazard in this simple circuit  
– it would be very easy for the operators to ‘stamp’ 
one of their own hands. The arrangement can be 
made safe by putting in another 3-port valve in 
series with the first. This creates an AND gate.  
The air must go through first one valve AND then 
the other for the stamp to work. The operator has to 
use both hands to operate the valves so the risk is 
controlled.

 Output – single  
 acting cylinder

     inputs push button

rubber  
stamp         air line

outlet valve    control 3-port

inlet port             air from  
            compressor 

  exhaust port inlet port

Pneumatic components used in operating a stamp

For input For control For sensing For output 
(actuators)

push button 3-port valve  single-acting 
   cylinder

roller trip

Ensuring the position of the box

The circuit diagram below includes a third 3-port 
valve to ensure that the stamp only works when the 
box is in the correct position for stamping.

The stamp only works when all three buttons are 
pushed at the same time – two for safe operating 
and one to ensure the box is in the right place.
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Simple textile tester

In this pneumatic circuit the designer chose to use 
a double-acting cylinder and a 5-port valve with a 
toggle switch.

When the toggle is as shown, the 5-port valve 
directs compressed air into the cylinder to make the 
piston move forwards.

When the toggle is switched, the 5-port valve 
directs compressed air into the cylinder to make the 
piston move backwards.

Pneumatic components used in simple textile tester

For input For control For sensing For output 
(actuators)

toggle 5-port valve  double-acting 
   cylinder

  input toggle switch  piston pushes block   test surface on underside 
      this way   of block

   output double- 
   acting cylinder

        textile sample 
      control – 5 port valve 

Piston pulls block 
this way
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An automatic textile tester

To produce an automatic textile tester, 
which would go backwards and forwards 
by itself, the designer needed to find a 
way of sensing when the test block was at 
the ends of its stroke and then reversing 
the direction of the piston. She did this by 
using a roller trip 3-port valve and a push 
button 3-port valve as sensors and a  
5-port valve activated by signal air.

At the end of the return stroke the roller 
trip on this 3-port valve is pressed. This 
connects signal air to the 5-port valve, 
which switches the valves so that the 
piston moves forwards.

At the end of the forward stroke the block 
pushes the button on this 3-port valve, 
which connects signal air to the other end 
of the 5-port valve. This switches the valve 
so that the piston moves backwards.

Pneumatic components used in an automatic textile tester

For input For control For sensing For output 
(actuators)

signal air 5-port valve push button  double-acting 
   cylinder 
  roller trip

 

     feedback 
     3 port valves

 
  output-double 
  acting cylinder

               sensing roller trip 
        and push button

 
    input-signal air

 
        control – 5 port valve
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The snack bar wrapper

In this pneumatic circuit the piston is used to 
dispense snack bars onto their wrappers.  
The piston has to move out slowly to avoid forcing 
the snack bar off the slippery wrapping paper.  
It then has to pause and move in quickly. This 
quick return stroke saves time. The pneumatic 
circuit shown here meets these requirements.

Pneumatic components used in a snack bar wrapper

For input For control For sensing For output

(actuators)

toggle 5-port valve push button double-acting  
   cylinder
signal air non-return valve roller trip

Sensing push-button

                    Feed back 
         Output-double                  3 port valve 
         acting cylinder 
 

         Input signal air                  Control – 
                    5 port valve
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Calculations for machines

Levers

You can calculate the effort required to move a load 
with a lever if you know the position of the fulcrum 
and the size of the lever. It is important to take the 
direction of the applied effort into account. If it is 
not perpendicular to the lever then the effect on the 
load is reduced.

Effort

Load              4 pulley 
supported      wheels 
by four ropes  
or chains

         Driver pulley  
         40mm dia.

Driver pulley  
160mm dia.

 
Driver sprocket 
15 teeth

Driven sprocket 30 teeth

Gear trains

You can calculate the output speed for a compound 
gear train if you know the input speed and the 
number of teeth on each gear.

You can estimate the change in output force like 
this.

If the gear train doubles the output speed then the 
output force will be at most half that of the input 
force. If the gear train halves the output speed then 
the output force will be at most double the input 
force.

Pulleys

To calculate the effort required to move a load with 
a pulley system you need to know the number of 
pulleys in the system.

Belt and chains

You can calculate the output speed for a belt or 
chain drive if you know the input speed and the 
size of each pulley or chain wheel.

10 teeth        30 theeth

Input  
300 r.p.m

     40 teeth

        Output 25 r.p.m.
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Efficiency
Helen knew she could apply a force of 200 N. She 
wanted to lift a small engine weighing 600 N. She set 
up the pulley system with a mechanical advantage of 
3 but she found that she couldn’t lift the engine. She 
checked her input force with a force meter – nothing 
wrong there, but she had to put an extra pulley wheel 
in the system to be able to lift the engine.

Helen had discovered an important principle about the 
efficiency of a machine. The efficiency of a machine is 
given as: 

   velocity ratio 

   mechanical advantage 

   distance moved by input 
   distance moved by output

   output load 
   input load 

(VR = velocity ratio and  

 MA = mechanical advantage)

where (VR) =

and (MA) =

Looking at her initial pulley system, VR = 3 and  
MA = 3, it appeared that this pulley system should be 
100 per cent efficient. However, Helen had ignored 
friction. The heavy load of the engine increased the 
friction between the rope and the pulley, and between 
the pulley block bearings and their axles. Her first 
calculation did not take these forces into account. 
By putting another pulley block into the system she 
increased the mechanical advantage. Helen could 
then just lift the engine block. Theoretically, she 
should have been able to lift much more, but the 
actual efficiency of the machine was reduced by 
friction.
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Power
You can calculate the power of a mechanical system 
by measuring the time it takes for a known weight 
(measured in newtons) to be lifted through one metre.

The work done in lifting the weight is given by:

 force X distance moved 

So in the case of the windmill 

 work done = 10 N X 1m

   = 10 Nm (newton metres) 

   = 10 J (joules) 

The power of the system is given by:

    work done 

 time taken (s)

This is the amount of work done in one second.

In the case of the windmill: 

 power = 10 J  
      1s

  = lOJ / s

  = 10 W (1 watt = 1 joule per second)

Power efficiency
The windmill is shown connected to a dynamo and 
lighting a bulb. The current passing through the bulb 
can be measured easily using an ammeter in series 
with the bulb, and the voltage across the bulb can be 
measured using a voltmeter in parallel with the bulb. 
So in the case of the windmill-driven dynamo, the 
power of the system is given by:

 current (in amps) X voltage (in volts) 

 = 1 A X 1 V

 = 1 coulomb per second X 1 joule per coulomb 

 = 1 J / s 

 = 1 W

Efficiency
The efficiency of any system is the ratio of the power 
output to the power input. So the efficiency of the 
windmill-powered dynamo is given by:

 1 W / 10 W = 0.1

This is usually shown as a percentage: 

 0.1 X 100= 10%


